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NEWS RELEASE

IntegraSpec ICF LEED Platinum Home Wins Coveted Unlimited Residential Award
World of Concrete, Las Vegas, Nevada
IntegraSpec ICF was honoured to receive another ICF Builder Award at the World of Concrete, Las
2
Vegas, Nevada. This award celebrates an impressive 7,500 ft home, the largest single residential
home to achieve LEED platinum.
Mr. Clark Ricks, Director, ICF Builder, Mapleton, Utah, presented the Award to Ms Briana Alhadeff,
designer and home owner. The Judging criteria considers; Use of ICFs, Architecture, Construction
and Site Considerations, “Milestone Nature”, Size, and Sustainability. This is the second year in a
row an IntegraProject has won this coveted award.
http://www.integraspec.com/slide_show/public/Casa_Bella_Verde_ss.pdf
http://www.integraspec.com/slide_show/public/Net_Zero_Poon_residence.pdf
In presenting the award, judges cited the complexity of the design, the striking architecture, and the
challenges the construction team overcame to set a new standard for the entire ICF industry. The
ICF Builder Awards are given annually to projects that demonstrate outstanding innovation, quality,
and craftsmanship in ICF construction.
“These homes and commercial buildings serve as our most effective ambassadors, generating
interest and curiosity during the construction phase, then serving as concrete examples of the
durability, energy-efficiency, and beauty for which ICF structures have become famous,” said Mr.
Clark Ricks, Editorial Director, ICF Builder Magazine.
Ms Briana Alhadeff stated, “A lifetime of research has gone into the design of this beautiful home. I was introduced to
IntegraSpec ICF in 2006. Because we are in a seismic area of California, structural stability was of the upmost importance,
while at the same time not compromising the design, energy efficiency, indoor air quality, etc. The total sustainability and
design flexibility of IntegraSpec ICF made it easy to overcome many of our design challenges such as cantilevers, curved
walls, tall walls, insulated radiant floors and roof decks. IntegraSpec ICF was the only concrete forming system that could
satisfy our demanding specifications.” www.casabellaverde.com
The prestigious award is a very welcome addition to the numerous Energy Efficiency, ICFA Excellence, Healthy Home, Global
Traders, EnviroHome, Environmental Excellence, EnerQuality Corporation Design Excellence, Earth Preserver, and ICF
Builder Awards received for IntegraSpec ICF projects and products since 1997. IntegraSpec ICF wallsystem is on permanent
display in the National Museum of Science and Technology. IntegraSpec ICF has numerous North American and International
manufacturing locations, and is recognized globally as a leader in Insulated Concrete Form Technology.
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